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Introduction: Lessons from Labrador

Each evening during their hunting season, the Naskapi Indians of the Labrador Peninsula determined where they would look for game on the next day’s hunt by holding a caribou shoulder bone over the fire. Examining the smoke deposits on the caribou bone, a shaman read for the hunting party the points of orientation of tomorrow's search. In this way, the Naskapi introduced a randomizing element to confound a short term rationality in which the one best way to find game would have been to look again tomorrow where they had found game today. By following the daily divergent map of smoke on the caribou bone, they avoided locking in to early successes that, while taking them to game in the short run, would have depleted the caribou stock in that quadrant and reduced the likelihood of successful hunting in the long run. By breaking the link between future courses and past successes, the tradition of shoulder bone reading was an antidote to path dependence in the hunt.

Mainstream notions of the postsocialist “transition” as the replacement of one set of economic institutions by another set of institutions of proven efficiency are plagued by similar problems of short term rationality that the Naskapi traditional practices mitigate. As the economist's variant of "hunt tomorrow where we found game today," neoliberals recommend the adoption of a highly stylized version of the institutions of prices and property that have "worked well in the West." Economic efficiency will be maximized only through the rapid and all-encompassing implementation of privatization and marketization. I argue here, by contrast, that although such institutional homogenization might foster adaptation in the short run, the consequent loss of institutional diversity will impede adaptability in the long run. Limiting the search for effective institutions and organizational forms to the familiar Western quadrant of tried and proven arrangements locks in the postsocialist economies to exploiting known territory at the cost of forgetting (or never learning) the skills of exploring for new solutions.

With my Naskapi example I do not mean to suggest that policy makers in contemporary Eastern Europe should select institutions with a roll of the dice. Instead, the lesson from Labrador is that institutional legacies that retard the quick pursuit of immediate successes can be important for keeping open alternative courses of action. Institutional friction preserves diversity; it sustains organizational routines that might later be recombined in new organizational forms. Resistance to change, in this sense, can foster change. Institutional legacies embody not only the persistence of the past but also resources for the future. Institutional friction that blocks transition to an already designated future keeps open a multiplicity of alternative paths to further exploration.
Our neoliberal colleagues would be quick to argue that such exploration is costly, inefficient, and unnecessary. In their view, the alternative, evolutionary course of search seems an indulgent squandering of resources, avoidable by exploiting institutions with proven returns. Given limited resources, the economies of Eastern Europe would do better to be quick to the chase, to learn from the leaders instead of the lessons of Labrador.

Recent studies in evolutionary economics and organizational analysis suggest, by contrast, that organizations that learn too quickly sacrifice efficiency. Allen and McGlade (1987), for example, use the behavior of Nova Scotia fishermen to illustrate the possible trade offs of exploiting old certainties and exploring new possibilities. Their model of these fishing fleets divides the fishermen into two classes: the rationalist "Cartesians" who drop their nets only where the fish are known to be biting and the risk-taking "Stochasts" who discover the new schools of fish. In simulations where all the skippers are Stochasts the fleet is relatively unproductive -- for knowledge of where the fish are biting is unutilized; but a purely Cartesian fleet locks in to the "most likely" spot and quickly fishes it out. More efficient are the models that most closely mimic the actual behavior of the Nova Scotia fishing fleets with their mix of Cartesian exploiters and Stochastic explorers.

James March's simulation in "Exploitation and Exploration in Organizational Learning" (1991) yields similar results when he finds that interacting collections of smart learners frequently underperform interactions of smart and dumb. Organizations that learn too quickly exploit at the expense of exploration thereby locking in to suboptimal routines and strategies. The purely Cartesian fleet in Allen and McGlade's study, like the organizations of homogeneously smart learners in March's simulations, illustrate the potential dangers of positive feedback and the pitfalls of tight coupling. Like infantry officers who instructed drummers to deliberately disrupt cadence while crossing bridges lest the resonance of uniformly marching soldiers bring calamity, I draw the lesson that dissonance contributes to organizational learning and economic evolution.

---

1 This account is drawn from Weick (1977, p. 45).
2 As John Padgett summarizes March's findings: "(A) Fast learners overspecialize into competency traps. Slow learners preserve collective wisdom. (B) Smart learners respond quickly to noise as well as to true data. They reinforce self-confidence in collective delusions. (C) Homogeneity in "smart" worldview limits the genetic variability necessary for future exploration. (D) Personnel turnover of dumb for smart is good up to a point, as long as others in the organization learn about whom to attend to when." (Padgett, 1992:746)
Friction

In the opening pages of *The Economic Institutions of Capitalism*, Oliver Williamson (1985, p. 18-9) observes that

Transaction costs are the economic equivalent of friction in physical systems . . .. But whereas physicists were quickly reminded by their laboratory instruments and the world around them that friction was pervasive and often needed to be taken expressly into account, economists did not have a corresponding appreciation for the costs of running the economic system. Thus, although positive economics admitted that frictions were important in principle, it had no language to describe frictions in fact.

Williamson's contribution to economics has been to develop an analytic strategy to understand “friction” in economic transactions -- with the aim of guiding policies and promoting institutions that minimize these transaction costs. The concept of institutional friction seems applicable to the transforming postsocialist economies -- but in ways that depart markedly from Williamson's project. First, we shift from Williamson's concerns with the friction of economic exchanges to the friction of economic restructuring. That is, whereas Williamson focuses our attention on transaction costs, we are concerned here with transformation costs. In fact, to the extent that institutionalization is a kind of "investment in forms" (Thevenot 1984), reducing the costs of future transactions, such transformation costs might be conceptualized as sunk transaction costs. Second, unlike the Williamsonian tendency to assess as superior those forms that minimize friction, I see a positive role for institutional friction. The point here is not to advocate higher transformation costs or to promote institutions with steep transaction costs but to question the notion of a "smooth" or frictionless "transition" so prominent in the economic literature on postsocialism.

This alternative position begins from the insight that *some friction may be essential for the functioning of markets* by undermining positive feedback loops that can lead to lock-in. Such was the lesson drawn by the federal Securities and Exchange Commission in the aftermath of the 508-point crash of the New York Stock Exchange on October 19, 1987. As trading in some fields was approaching an almost frictionless character with advances in "program trading" -- computerized, high speed trading of baskets of stock by major investors with simultaneous and nearly identical information -- the Securities and Exchange commissioners saw a danger that some markets could pass from volatility to chaos. To maintain orderly markets, the commissioners designed a set of "collars" that trigger temporary halts in computerized index arbitrage when the Dow skips more than a certain number of points in either direction. Like the
Naskapi caribou shoulder bone that disrupts the negative effects of positive feedback, these so-called circuit breakers bring time, and hence friction, back into the Exchange.³

The idea here is that a frictionless market (with zero transaction costs) would be no market at all. Although this particular formulation is perhaps novel, the basic notion would be of no surprise to economic sociologists -- for one of the most important contributions of the new field has been to demonstrate that organizational logics other than market rationality are necessary conditions for market relations.⁴ Extending this fundamental insight to the postsocialist transformations suggests the following: If some fiction (some non-zero transaction costs) facilitate market transactions, perhaps institutional friction that retards too quick adjustment of firms in the postsocialist setting can actually contribute to economic restructuring leading to better performance. Pursuing this line of thinking leads us to challenge the conventional thinking about the "legacies of the old order" within an emerging East European capitalism.

Fitness

In the neoliberal prescription for the postsocialist transition, the persistence of organizational forms and social relationships of the old state-socialist system signals an incomplete change, a manifest symptom of a half-hearted implementation of the envisaged new social order. Accordingly, legacies indicate institutional pathologies contaminated with the deficiencies of the old regime obstructing the process of transformation: The fixture cannot be realized because the past cannot be overcome. The legacies of state-socialism block the promising road to free markets.

Free markets, the prominent advocates of neoclassical economics incessantly repeat, are a synonym for efficiency. Notoriously suppressed during state-socialism, competition in free markets guarantees that more efficient organizational forms will survive and that inefficient ones perish. In the relentless struggle for survival only the fittest endure.

The alternative view draws on a different conception of “fitness.” As evolutionary theorists in the biological sciences emphasize (Smith 1984; Gould and Lewontin 1984; essays in Dupre 1987) and as organizational ecologists in the social sciences stress (Hannan 1986; Carroll and Harrison 1994; Barnett 1995), fitness is not an absolute and invariant quantity.

---
Rather, fitness depends on the environment, and the environment may change during the course of the selection process. Thus, even if the selected characteristics of an organizational form were the "fittest," they would be so only in regard to a particular, economic, political, and cultural context; they would not be the fittest for a changing or a different context. In fact, the very fitness of an organizational form might, through various mechanisms, induce environmental changes that undermine their efficiency. It follows that organizational forms that are most fit for the "transition" are quite likely to be suboptimal in the subsequently changed environment.

Stated differently in the language of the new economic history (Katz and Shapiro 1985; Arthur 1994; David 1986) the very mechanisms that foster allocative efficiency might eventually lock in economic development to a path that is inefficient viewed dynamically. The mechanisms that are conducive for the synchronic adaptation of the economic to a specific environment may, at the same time, undermine an economy's diachronic adaptability.  

Within this alternative framework, we thus shift from the problem of how to improve the immediate "fit" into a new economic environment to the problem of how to reorganize the institutional and organization structure of these economies to enhance their ability to respond to unpredictable future changes in the environment. In place of the search for the "best" institutions to manage the transition, we would do better to reorient our analysis to identifying the types of organizational configurations that are better at search. It follows that instead of examining organizational forms in Eastern Europe according to the degree to which they conform to or depart from the ideal types of organizing production in Western style capitalism, our focus shifts to examine variations and mutations resulting from the recombination of the inherited forms with emerging new ones. Instead of simply conceiving these recombinations as accidental aberrations, we explore their evolutionary potentials.

---

4 See, for example, the revival of a Durkheimian emphasis on obligation in Wolfgang Streeck's (1996) concept of "beneficial faints" (or Ronald Dore's similar construct of "flexible rigidities") and the sociological new institutionalism represented in the papers edited by Powell and DiMaggio (1991).

5 The trade-off between allocative and dynamic efficiency constitutes a fundamental tension in the current transformation in Eastern Europe. Murrell (1991) argues from empirical data that state socialism was no less efficient in allocating resources than capitalist societies. Where it lagged was in dynamic efficiency, in its capacity to promote innovation. This imbalance has survived state socialism: Current reform efforts seem preoccupied with removing institutional legacies for the sake of improving allocative efficiency. But a purging of organizational legacies to gain allocative efficiency can come at the cost of undermining dynamic efficiency just as a narrow adaptation to a specific economic environment can jeopardize the economy's adaptability (Granovetter, 1979, p. 498; Hannan, 1986).
**Diversity**

Within the population thinking characteristic of organizational ecology, the problem of adaptability (whether at the level of an industry or of a national economy) is a problem of the diversity of organizations. As Michael Hannan argues,

Having a range of alternative ways to produce certain goods and services is valuable whenever the fixture is uncertain. A society that retains only a few organizational forms may thrive for a time. But once the environment changes, such a society faces serious problems until existing organizations can be reshaped or new ones created. Since reorganization is costly and may not work at all for the reasons stated above (and because new organizations are fragile), it may take a long time to adapt to the new conditions. A system with greater organizational diversity has a higher probability of having in hand some solution that is satisfactory under changed environmental conditions (Hannan, 1986, p. 85).

Hannan's observation has obvious applicability to the postsocialist setting where we find extraordinary uncertainties about the future. From this view, the "socialist legacies," even the "entrenched interests" that fight to preserve the status quo, are not uniformly regressive features in the new order. By retarding too quick convergence, they might preserve organizational diversity, keeping various organizational routines available for further recombinatory strategies.

My analysis draws on this line of organizational ecology. But it departs from it as well in suggesting that we should examine not only the diversity of organizations but also the organization of diversity. Stated all too briefly, what I have in mind here is that it is not enough for a given population of organizations to be diverse, or even that different organizational forms compete (for market share or other institutional resources) in the same niche, but that organizational diversity is most likely to yield its fullest evolutionary potential when different organizational principles co-exist in an active rivalry within the same domain space. By organizational rivalry, I mean an active and sustained engagement in which there is more than one way (and more than one principle to legitimate) the same or similar activity. Rivalry fosters cross-fertilization. Following this line of reasoning (in Harrison White's terminology, "values mate to change") suggests that in addition to research on the diversity of organizations within a population we must also analyze the organization of diversity within an enterprise. Organizational rivalry is organized redundancy. It increases the possibilities of long term adaptability by better search -- "better" not because it is more consistent or elegant or coherent

---

6 Stated simply (and thus at the risk of misunderstanding, if not caricature), despite all its (appropriately cautious and always distanced) adoption of biological metaphors, organizational ecology lacks sex. That is, it is relatively infrequent in the population ecology of organizations that we find cross-fertilization, mixing, or recombinations of "genetic" organizational materials.

but precisely because the ambiguity that it promotes and the lack of simple coherence that it tolerates increase the diversity of options. Rivalry promotes organizational reflexivity, the ability to redefine and recombine resources. Organizations that have such properties, I label "heterarchies." It is to their postsocialist variant that I turn.

**Recombinant Processes**

My research in Hungary has focused on processes that are conventionally addressed under the rubric of "privatization."\(^8\) The principal finding of that research is that a great deal of property transformation is taking place in Hungary but that much of it does not conform to privatization either in the sense of a straightforward transfer of property from public to private hands or of a clarification of property rights.\(^9\) As we shall see, the emerging new property forms in Hungary blur 1) the boundaries of public and private, 2) the organizational boundaries of enterprises, and 3) the boundedness of justificatory principles. To denote these processes of triple boundary blurring, I adopt the term recombinant property.

Recombinant property is a form of organizational hedging, or portfolio management, in which actors respond to uncertainty in the organizational environment by diversifying their assets, redefining and recombining resources. It is an attempt to hold resources that can be justified or assessed by more than one standard of evaluation. Recombinant property takes various forms in the Hungarian economy, three of which I discuss here.

**Inter-enterprise ownership.** To cope with the uncertainties of volatile change in their economic environments and to respond to the state's injunction that state-owned enterprises must be privatized, many large Hungarian firms have adopted strategies of institutional cross-ownership. That is, they acquired shares in other firms and they made arrangements for other enterprises to become their new shareholders. To assess the prevalence of such inter-enterprise ownership, I compiled a data set on the ownership structure of the largest 200 Hungarian corporations (ranked by sales).\(^10\) These firms compose the "Top 200" of the 1993 listing of Figyelo, a leading Hungarian business weekly. Like their Fortune 500 counterparts in the United

---

8 The following section is drawn from Stark 1996:1002-08.
9 Based on his analysis of recent developments in China, Walder (1994) argues that clarification of property rights and not privatization per se is the key issue. Demonstrating in the Hungarian case that property transformation can occur without conventional privatization, my research confirms Walder's central insight that property reform should not be equated with privatization. The difference in the Hungarian case is that property transformation does not necessarily clarify property rights.
10 Such data collection is not a simple matter where capital markets are poorly developed. There is no Hungarian Moody's and certainly no corporate directory equivalent to Industrial Groupings in Japan or Keiretsu no Kenyu (see, for example, Gerlach and Lincoln 1992). The labor-intensive solution has been to gather that data directly from the Hungarian Courts of Registry.
States, the *Figyelo* 200 firms are major players in the Hungarian economy employing an estimated 21 percent of the labor force and accounting for 37 percent of total net sales and 42 percent of export revenues (*Figyelo*, 1993). The data also include the top 25 Hungarian banks (ranked by assets). Ownership data were obtained directly from the Hungarian Courts of Registry where corporate files contain not only information on the company’s officers and board of directors but also a complete list of the company’s owners as of the 1993 annual shareholders’ meeting. The data analyzed here are limited to the top twenty shareholders of each corporation.\(^1\) In the Budapest Court of Registry and the 19 County Registries we were able to locate ownership files for 195 of the 200 corporations and for all of the 25 banks, referred to below as the "Top 220" firms.

Who holds the shares of these 220 largest enterprises and banks? We found some form of state ownership - with shares held by the AV-Rt (the State Holding Corporation), the SPA (the State Property Agency), or the institutions of local government (who had typically exchanged their real estate holdings for enterprise shares) -- present in the overwhelming majority (71 percent) of these enterprises and banks. More surprisingly, given the relatively short time since the "system change" in 1989-90, we found 36 companies (i.e., more than 16 percent of this population) in majority foreign ownership. Hungarian private individuals (summed down the top 20 owners) hold at least 25 percent of the shares of only 12 of these largest enterprises and banks.

Most interesting from the perspective of the argument here is the finding of 87 cases in which another Hungarian company is among the twenty largest shareholders. In 42 of these cases the other Hungarian companies together hold a clear majority (50% plus one share). Thus, by the most restrictive definition, almost twenty percent of our Top 220 companies are unambiguous cases of inter-enterprise ownership; and we find some degree of inter-enterprise ownership in almost forty percent of these large companies.

Figure 1 presents two discrete networks formed through such inter-enterprise ownership. The relations depicted in the figure, it should be emphasized, are the direct horizontal ties among the very largest enterprises -- the superhighways, so to speak, of Hungarian corporate networks.\(^2\) From these corporate thoroughfares linking the large enterprises we now turn to

\(^1\) This twenty-owner limitation is a convention adopted in research on inter-corporate ownership in East Asia (Gerlach and Lincoln 1992; Hoshi 1994). In the Hungarian economy where only 37 firms are traded on the Budapest stock exchange and where corporate shareholding is not widely dispersed among hundreds of small investors, the twenty owner restriction allows us to account for at least 90 percent of the shares held in virtually every company.

\(^2\) During the Spring of 1996, Szabolcs Kemény (Ph.D. candidate, Sociology, Cornell) and I replicated the 1993 study by collecting data on the ownership structure (and members of the Board of Directors, also included in the 1993 study) of the
examine the local byways linking spin-off properties within the gravitational field of large enterprises.

Corporate satellites. Our attention thus focuses on limited liability companies (korlatolt feleosegutarsasag or KFT) the corporate form that experienced the most dramatic growth during the postsocialist period, increasing from only 450 at the end of 1988 to almost 80,000 by the end of 1994. Some of these KFTs are genuinely private entrepreneurial ventures. But many of these limited liability companies are not entirely distinct from the transformed shareholding companies examined above. In fact, the formerly socialist enterprises have been active founders and continue as current co-owners of the newly incorporated units. This pattern is exemplified by the case of one of Hungary's largest metallurgy firms represented in Figure 2. As we see in that figure, "Heavy Metal," an enormous shareholding company in the portfolio of the State Holding Corporation, is the majority shareholder of 26 of its 40 corporate satellites.

Like Saturn's rings, Heavy Metal's satellites revolve around the giant corporate planet in concentric orbits. Near the center are the core metallurgy units, hot-rolling mills, energy, maintenance, and strategic planning units held in a kind of geo-synchronous orbit by 100 percent ownership. In the next ring, where the corporate headquarters holds roughly 50-99 percent of the shares, are the cold-rolling mills, wire and cable production, oxygen facility, galvanizing and other finishing treatments, specialized castings, quality control and marketing units. As this listing suggests, these satellites are linked to each other and to the core units by ties of technological dependence. Relations between the middle-ring satellites and the company center are marked by the center's recurrent efforts to introduce stricter accounting procedures and tighter financial controls. These attempts are countered by the units' efforts to increase their autonomy -- coordinated through personal ties and formalized in the biweekly meetings of the "Club of KFT Managing Directors."

The satellites of the outer ring are even more heterogeneous in their production profiles (construction, industrial services, computing, ceramics, machining) and are usually of lower levels of capitalization. Units of this outer ring are less fixed in Heavy Metal's gravitational field: some have recently entered and some seem about to leave. Among the new entrants are some of Heavy Metal's domestic customers. Unable to collect receivables, Heavy Metal exchanged inter-enterprise debt for equity in its clients, preferring that these meteors be swept into an orbit

new Figyelo Top 200 (including firms from the earlier list that might have fallen out of the 1996 Top 200). We hope soon to report the findings from our block model analysis assessing the stability of these ties over time.

13 "Heavy Metal" is one of six Hungarian enterprises in which I conducted field research in 1993-94 in collaboration with Laszlo Neumann.
rather than be lost in liquidation. Among those satellites launched from the old state enterprise are some for which Heavy Metal augments its less than majority ownership with leasing arrangements to keep centrifugal forces in check.

The corporate satellites among the limited liability companies are, thus, far from unambiguously "private" ventures; yet neither are they unmistakably "statist" residues of the socialist past. Property shares in most corporate satellites are not limited to the founding enterprise. Top- and mid-level managers, professionals, and other staff can be found on the lists of founding partners and current owners. Such private persons rarely acquire complete ownership of the corporate satellite, preferring to use their insider knowledge to exploit the ambiguities of institutional co-ownership. The corporate satellites are thus partially a result of the hedging and risk-sharing strategies of individual managers. We might ask why a given manager would not want to acquire 100 percent ownership in order to obtain 100 of the profit, but from the perspective of a given manager the calculus instead is "Why acquire 100 percent of the risk if some can be shared with the corporate center?" With ambiguous interests and divided loyalties, these risk-sharing (or risk-shedding) owner/managers are organizationally hedging.14 As these managers are joined by ownership stakes on the part of other limited liability companies spinning around yet other large enterprises, we see that this new property form thus find horizontal ties of cross-ownership intertwined with vertical ties of nested holdings.

Recombines. The recombinant character of Hungarian property is a function not only of the direct (horizontal) ownership ties among the largest firms and of their direct (vertical) ties to their corporate satellites but also of the network properties of the full ensemble of direct and indirect ties linking entities, irrespective of their attributes (large, small, or of various legal forms) in a given configuration. The available data do not allow us to present a comprehensive map of these complex relations. Records in the Courts of Registry include documents on the owners of a particular firm, but enterprises are not required to report the companies in which they hold a stake. However, on the basis of enterprise level field research, examination of public records at the State Property Agency, and interviews with bankers and executives of consulting firms we have been able to reconstruct at least partial networks represented in Figure 3.

14 Many of these mid-level managers had experiences in the 1980s with an organizational precursor of the present recombinant forms -- the infra-enterprise partnerships -- in which semiautonomous subcontracting units used enterprise equipment to produce goods or services during the "off hours." Like "second economy" producers who continued to hold a job in state enterprises, these intrapreneurial units were a widespread result of hedging strategies in the Hungarian economy. Some of these partnerships were scarcely disguised rent-seeking schemes that privatized profit streams and left expenses with the state-owned enterprise. Others creatively redeployed resources from diverse parts of the shopfloor and regrouped, as well, the
For orientation in this graphic space, we position Figure 3 in relation to Figures 1 and 2 introduced earlier. Figure 1 presents inter-enterprise ownership networks formed through horizontal ties directly linking large enterprises. Figure 2 zooms in on the corporate satellites of a single large enterprise. With Figure 3 we pull back to examine a fragment of a broader inter-enterprise ownership network bringing into focus the ties that link corporate satellites to each other and that form the indirect ties among heterogenous units in a more loosely coupled network.¹⁵

I label this emergent form a recombinet. Here we see that the limited liability companies that began as corporate spin-offs are oriented through ownership ties either to more than one shareholding company and/or to other limited liability companies. In the recombinet, actors recognize the network properties of their interdependent assets and regroup them across formal organizational boundaries. These creative regroupings are, indeed, examples of property transformation, but they cannot be grasped under the simple rubric of "privatization" -- for they fail to respect not only the boundaries between public and private but also between the organizational boundaries of enterprises themselves. Restructuring via the recombinet thus opens the possibilities of increasing the value of existing assets through their recombination. This regrouping does not necessarily imply bringing interdependent assets under the common ownership umbrella of a hierarchically organized enterprise. Hungarian recombinant property thus provides examples of inter-corporate networks that are alternatives to a dichotomously forced choice between markets and hierarchies.

With few exceptions, the literature on postsocialist property transformation (most of it confined to "privatization"),¹⁶ however, assumes that the economic unit to be restructured is the individual enterprise. But the identification of inter-firm networks suggests the possibilities of policies and practices in which the units to be restructured would not be isolated firms but networks of firms. Such an alternative strategy of restructuring would recognize that assets and liabilities have distinctive network properties.¹⁷

¹⁵ The recombinet is not a simple summation of the set of horizontal and vertical ties: to categorically label the ties between a given KFT and a given RT as "vertical" would be to ignore the ways the KFTs are recombining properties. To the extent that genuinely network properties are emergent in the recombinet, the language of horizontal and vertical should give place to more appropriate descriptors such as extensivity, density, tight or loose coupling, strong or weak ties, structural holes, and the like (Breiger and Pattison 1986; Burt 1992).

¹⁶ Notable exceptions are Kern and Sabel (1991); and Sabel and Prokop (1997).

¹⁷ My use of network concepts here departs dramatically from a recent tendency to introduce network variables into the analysis of status attainment or enterprise strategy. In that view (e.g. Coleman 1988), "social capital" is a new individual level variable that interacts with other assets ("financial capital," "human capital," etc.) in the process of career mobility or entrepreneurship. The problem with this ego-centric conception of "network capital," is that it introduces a new, seemingly
The notion of a liability is, of course, an inherently relational, and hence network, concept: a loan appears as a liability on the books of an enterprise and as an asset on the books of the bank that extended the credit; a purchase contract registers as a scheduled payment for one firm and as a receivable for another. A number of excellent studies have recently alerted the field of postsocialist research to the fact that such dyadic asymmetries are frequently linked in complex and extended chains of debt. Recognition of the network properties of liabilities leads, in my view, to policy implications that are in sharp contrast to the prevailing neoliberal orthodoxy. Because firms are in networks of close interdependence, reliance on strict market criteria in which struggling firms must be allowed to fail ("each firm for itself, swim or sink") can trigger waves of business failures among their interdependent partners with the consequence of massive devaluation of otherwise well-performing assets. This scenario is particularly likely where tough bankruptcy laws are suddenly introduced across the board. In such circumstances, an absolutehardening of budget constraints not only drives poorly performing firms into bankruptcy but can also destroy enterprises that would otherwise be quite capable of making a high performance adjustment (Cui 1994). Wanton destruction is not creative destruction, goes this reasoning, and inter-enterprise networks might save some of these struggling but capable firms by establishing mechanisms of risk-spreading and risk-sharing.\footnote{\textsuperscript{18}}

Such risk spreading, moreover, can be a basis for risk taking. Extraordinarily high uncertainties of the kind we see now in the postsocialist economies can lead to low levels of investment with perverse strategic complementarities (as when firms forgo investments because they expect a sluggish economy based on the lack of investments by others). By mitigating disinclinations to invest, risk spreading within affiliative networks might be one means to break out of otherwise low-level equilibrium traps. Firms in the postsocialist transformational crisis are like mountain climbers assaulting a treacherous face, and interorganizational networks are the safety ropes lashing them together. Neoliberals who bemoan a retarded bankruptcy rate fail to acknowledge that there might be circumstances when this mutual binding is a precondition for attempting a difficult ascent.

\footnote{network, variable in a manner that neglects the relational dimension that is the fundamental insight of network analysis. Networks become, in that view, a new kind of property in the possession of an individual or an enterprise. In my analysis of interdependent assets, by contrast, attention shifts from networks as property to the properties of networks, that is, it highlights how different kinds of networks have different types of properties/characteristics (e.g., density, shape, and the patterns of tight and loose coupling). See the comparison of inter-enterprise ownership networks in Hungary and the Czech Republic presented below; Sedaitis (1997) for an analysis of different network properties among Russian commodity exchanges; and Grabher and Stark (1997) for a general discussion.}

\footnote{\textsuperscript{18} By dampening the performance of the stronger and facilitating the survival of the weaker firms in the interfirm networks, these mechanisms would, of course, impede creative destruction in the conventional sense.}
This relationship between risk spreading and risk taking suggests that it would be premature in the postsocialist context to impose a rigid dichotomy between strategies of survival and strategies of innovation. Above all, we should not assume that firms will necessarily innovate when survival so seems to dictate, as if necessity in itself creates the conditions for innovation. Recent studies in organizational ecology, for example, provide strong theoretical arguments that firms are more likely to undertake the risky business of innovation (exposing themselves to the "liabilities of newness" by engaging in unfamiliar routines) not when they are pushed to the wall but when they are buffered from the immediate effects of selection mechanisms. They further demonstrate that interorganizational networks provide this buffering by producing the requisite organizational slack through which enterprise find the available resources that make it possible to innovate. Thus, these studies suggest circumstances in which the simple imperative, "Innovate in order to survive" is reasonably reversed: "Survive in order to innovate."

These insights have been independently confirmed in a recent study by Ickes, Ryterman, and Tenev (1995) who demonstrate, on the basis of rich survey data on Russian firms, that enterprises that are linked in inter-enterprise networks are more likely to engage in various forms of economic restructuring than similar firms that are not so linked. That finding, moreover, is robust: purely private enterprises are not more likely to undertake restructuring than firms in state ownership or mixed property arrangements embedded in inter-enterprise networks. In short, when we abandon the forced dichotomy of survival versus innovation, we can see that there are circumstances in which survival strategies can be the prelude to strategies of innovation.

Recombinant Practices (The Czech Variant)

Is recombinant property a peculiarly Hungarian phenomenon? In the concluding section of this paper, I invite the reader to consider the possibility that broadly similar recombinant practices are characteristic not only of postsocialist firms but also of organizational forms in industries with extraordinarily high levels of uncertainty in advanced capitalist economies. In the following section, however, we remain with the postsocialist firm -- not the Hungarian but the

---


20 In a related study on innovation in the Hungary economy, sociologist Pal Tamas (1993) found that purely private and purely state-owned enterprises were less likely to have innovated by introducing new technologies or bringing out new products than firms involved in the organizationally hedging strategy of "mixed" ownership.
Czech, a case all the more interesting because the initial ideology of its leading policy makers appeared so antithetical to recombinant strategies.

The original vision of Vaclav Klaus (Finance Minister of postsocialist Czechoslovakia and later, after the "Velvet Divorce," Prime Minister of the Czech Republic) was determinedly neoliberal. As a central component of his strategy, a speedy if unorthodox privatization scheme would separate property from the state, from other stakeholders, and from any considerations other than caring for profitability. One of the goals of the privatization program was to create sovereign owners with clear property boundaries thereby avoiding the kinds of mixed property forms and blurred organizational boundaries so characteristic of the Hungarian experience. The much-vaunted voucher privatization scheme (in which state-owned enterprises were put on "auction" for "investment points" held by citizens) was to be the means to this end.

By transferring assets of the state enterprises through a voucher-auction, the Czech policy makers appeared to favor a kind of popular capitalism with millions of citizen investors and a clear separation of public and private property. Until just a few months before the first wave of computerized auctions, however, only several hundred thousand citizens had entered the privatization lottery by paying 1000 crowns (about $35) to register the investment points of their voucher coupon books. The problem of low participation was solved when "investment funds" (an afterthought in the initial program) began to promise citizens who signed over their investment points a 1,000 percent return, payable a year and a day following the transfer of their points into shares. Czechs and Slovaks responded from years of socialist conditions: Averse to risk, they were unwilling to play the investors’ game, but they could recognize a guaranteed income when they saw it. Millions signed up.

---

21 "I am convinced that Adam Smith supplies us with a vision of where to go that needs no correction ... All of that is of utmost importance in our part of the world just now because you will still be able to find that there are dreams of a paternalistic state .... Adam Smith knew that the market and its evolution is a spontaneous process that can't be planned, organized, or constructed. We are in our part of the world, under permanent pressure to create markets first and to "use" them after that. Everybody (especially our opponents) wants to see perfect reform blueprints based on a detailed sequencing of individual reform measures first. They do not want to participate actively in the often difficult and traumatic transformation process. They used to think in terms of "building socialism" and now they want to "build" markets. They want, therefore, to introduce the invisible hand of the market by means of a visible and omnipotent hand of a government bureaucrat. The Adam Smith message is, however, clear: We have to liberalize, deregulate, privatize at the very early stage of the reform process, even if we are confronted now and will be confronted with rather weak and, therefore, not fully efficient markets." Vaclav Klaus, Prime Minister of the Czech Republic, delivering the Adam Smith Address to the 34th Annual Meeting of the National Association of Business Economists in Dallas, Texas, September 13, 1992.

22 For details see Stark 1992.
The consequence of the voucher privatization was not to make popular capitalism but to make Vaclav Klaus popular.\(^{23}\) Klaus was named Prime Minister following an election held just weeks after millions had registered their investment points by signing their names next to his signature (as Finance Minister) on their voucher coupon booklets. The outcome, moreover, has not been a people's capitalism but a strange kind of finance capitalism. During the first wave of privatization, only 28.1 percent of investible points were held by individual citizen investors. 71.9 were held by the 429 Investment Privatization Funds (IPFs). When we aggregate the voucher points obtained by the multiple IPFs founded by the same investment company, we find that 48.5 percent of all available voucher points in the first wave were held by the nine largest investment firms. That is, almost half of all the investment points were held by less than 10 investment companies.\(^{24}\) This concentration of investment points, moreover, still understates the predominant position of the largest investment companies because individual voucher holders are almost never represented (and the smaller IPFs are underrepresented) on the boards of directors of the "privatized enterprises" where board seats are typically distributed to the largest blockholders.\(^{25}\)

In this Czech finance capitalism, voucher privatization did not sever ties between state and economic institutions, it reorganized them. The investment companies are not unambiguously private: the founders of six of the nine largest finds are predominantly state-owned financial institutions (banks and insurance companies).\(^{26}\) For example, four of the five largest investment companies were founded by the largest banks -- institutions in which the National Property Fund holds the controlling interest (44% of Komercni Banka, 45% of Vseobecn Uverova Banka, 45% of Investicni Bank, and 40% of Ceska Sporitelna). The same Fund, moreover, still owns about 20 percent of the book value of the "privatized" companies and directly holds seats on the boards of many enterprises. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Finance controls the Konsolidacni Banka which is the major creditor of 80 percent of all medium and large firms in the Czech Republic.

Most importantly, as we see in Figure 4, banks and investment funds are cross-owned and the investment companies are interlocked in dense networks of related holdings. That is, investment companies, founded by the major banks, in turn, acquired shares of the banks

\(^{23}\) The evolution of Klaus's politics from neo-liberal ideologue to a "programmatic pragmatist" is described in detail in Stark and I3niszt (1997, Chapter 7, in press). That account focuses not on the personality of the Czech Prime Minister but on the institutional constraints of "extended accountability" that moderated and pragmatized his policies.


\(^{25}\) Brom and Otenstein (1994) estimate that the thirteen largest investment companies hold about 75% of the board seats won in the first wave of voucher privatization.
through the voucher privatization. As John Coffee documents, sizeable stakes in the major commercial, investment, savings, and banks were acquired by investment finds established by the major financial institutions. In the typical case, a large investment fund holds shares in its sponsoring financial institution as well as in one or more of the other major banks. In addition to their ties through their co-ownership of the banks, Czech investment funds are also linked to each other through their enterprise holdings. Regulations of the voucher-auction prohibiting an investment fund from acquiring more than 20 percent of a given enterprise virtually insured that the typical firm becomes a node at which investment funds intersect. Thus, one of the most important outcomes of voucher "privatization" is that the largest investment finds and the largest banks are criss-crossed by ties of ownership in networks whose density, in all likelihood, surpasses the dense ownership networks of even the Japanese keretsu.

Interorganizational Networks

Are the Hungarian inter-enterprise ownership networks the East European counterparts of Taiwanese "related enterprises"? Are the cross-owning banks/investment companies Czech versions of the Japanese keretsu or the Korean chaebol? The question suggests a comparative study of corporate groupings in modern economies. The more proximate question for this investigation of the postsocialist firm is to ask: how do the network patterns of the Hungarian and Czech cases differ?

In both economies we find dense and extensive networks of inter-organizational ownership. But the shape and patterns of these networks are distinctive in each economy, and consequently, the structure of corporate groupings are likely to differ. My analysis indicates that Hungarian networks are formed predominantly through enterprise to enterprise links, sometimes involving banks yet lacking ties between banks and intermediate-level institutions such as investment companies. The Czech case is the mirrored opposite. There, ownership networks are formed predominantly through ties at the meso level among banks and investment funds, but direct ownership connections among enterprises themselves are rare. Restated in the language of network analysis, whereas Hungarian networks are tightly coupled at the level of enterprises but loosely coupled at the meso level, Czech networks are loosely coupled at the level of enterprises and tightly coupled at the meso level.

26 Of the remaining three, two were founded by foreign (German and Austrian) banks. The third is the largest "independent" investment company, Harvard Capital and Consulting.
27 Coffee (1996) presents a thorough and lucid discussion of the major issues of corporate governance in the Czech investment funds.
The distinctive patterns of the Czech and Hungarian ownership networks bear the marks of their respective societies prior to 1989 and of their differing pathways from state socialism. Each configuration has been directly shaped by different policies of property transformation (Stark, 1992; Stark and Bruszt 1997). But these economic strategies were not dictated or imposed upon the blank features of a postsocialist institutional vacuum. Instead, they interacted with the strategies of actors within each economy who possessed distinctive organizational resources and who were well-practiced in different repertoires of action, themselves shaped by the distinctive character of their pre-existing network ties.

Through partial economic reforms in Hungary during the 1970s and ’80s, enterprises were already gaining considerable autonomy, enjoying greater flexibility in choosing other enterprises as supply partners, and constructing networks of small-scale proto-entrepreneurial producers at (and even within) the boundaries of the firm (Szelenyi 1988; Stark 1989). Moreover, legislation facilitating property transformation was already in place before the system change of 1989 and the installation of the first democratically elected government in May 1990. As a consequence, Hungarian firms already had direct enterprise-to-enterprise contacts and a legal framework in which these horizontal ties could be transformed into the inter-enterprise ownership networks of the present.

Czech enterprises, of course, had not enjoyed such autonomy under state socialism. But they were not without their own network resources in their ongoing conflicts with the industrial ministries of the old regime. The difference to Hungary was that these networks operated not through direct enterprise-to-enterprise ties but at a meso level within the Industrial Associations organized along branch or regional lines. So resilient were these meso-level associations that they survived or resurfaced after several attempts at their elimination by the communist authorities (McDermott 1997). It is at this similarly meso level, as opposed to direct enterprise-to-enterprise ties, that the networks of cross-ownership are most dense in the contemporary Czech economy.

In both cases, property relations are being transformed -- but within structures whose network features exhibit continuity even as their ownership content is altered. In neither case is property transformation a simple transition from public to private. In both, it results in the blurring of the properties of public and private. And in both, we find the trespassing of organizational

---

28 By creating subsidiary funds, investment companies easily circumvented the loose regulations that technically prohibited an investment fund from acquiring shares in the bank which founded it.
29 The Company Law which established conditions for creating limited liability companies was enacted already in 1988, and the Law on Enterprise Transformation establishing the legal framework for shareholding companies was enacted in early 1989 (i.e., months before the system change). For details see Stark 1990.
boundaries in "moebius-strip organizations" and strategies of recombinant property in which actors diversify their portfolios of assets of very heterogeneous character in attempts to maneuver through situations where organizational survival is fragile not simply because of the uncertainties of the market but because the criteria of success, the measures of worth, and the selection mechanisms are themselves uncertain.

**Accounts**

In the highly uncertain organizational environment that is the postsocialist economy, relatively few actors (apart from institutional designers) set out with the aim to create a market economy. Many, indeed would welcome such an outcome. But their immediate goals are more pragmatic: at best to thrive, at least to survive. And so they strive to use whatever resources are available. As they do so, they maneuver not only through an ecology of organizations but also through a complex ecology of ordering principles.

To emphasize the patterned and the performative aspects of this process, I exploit a notion of accounts. Etymologically rich, the term simultaneously connotes bookkeeping and narration. Both dimensions entail evaluative judgments, and each implies the other: Accountants prepare story lines according to established formulae, and in the accountings of a good storyteller we know what counts. In everyday life, we are all bookkeepers and storytellers. We keep accounts and we give accounts, and most importantly, we can all be called to account for our actions. It is always within accounts that we "size up the situation," for not every form of worth can be made to apply and not every asset is in a form mobilizable for the situation. We evaluate the situation by maneuvering to use scales that measure some types of worth and not others thereby acting to validate some accounts and discredit others.

The multiple accounts of recombinant property respond to and exploit the fundamental, though diffused, uncertainty about the organizational environment. In transformative economies, firms have to worry not simply about whether there is demand for their products, or about the rate of return on their investment, or about the level of profitability but also about the very principle of selection itself. Thus, the question is not only "Will I survive the market test?" but also, under what conditions is proof of worth on market principles neither sufficient nor necessary to survive? Because there are multiply operative, mutually coexistent principles of justification according to which you can be called on to give accounts of your actions, you cannot be sure what counts. By what proof and according to which principles of justification are

---

30 Sabel, 1990; Cui, forthcoming.
you worthy to steward such and such resources? Because of this uncertainty, actors will seek to diversify their assets, to hold resources in multiple accounts.

This ability to glide among principles and to produce multiple accountings is an organizational hedging. It differs, however, from the kind of hedging to minimize risk exposure that we would find within a purely market logic -- as, for example, when the shopkeeper who sells swimwear and sun lotion also devotes some floor space to umbrellas. Instead of acting within a single regime of evaluation, this is organizational hedging that crosses and combines disparate evaluative principles. Recombinant property is a particular kind of portfolio management. It is an attempt to have a resource that can be justified or assessed by more than one standard of measure (as, for example, the rabbit breeder whose roadside stand advertises "Pets and Meat" in the documentary film, Roger and Me). In managing one's portfolio of justifications, one starts from the dictum: diversify your accounts.

The adroit recombinant agent in the transformative economies of East Central Europe diversifies holdings in response to fundamental uncertainties about what can constitute a resource. Under conditions not simply of market uncertainty but of organizational uncertainty, there can be multiple (and intertwined) strategies for survival -- based in some cases on profitability but in others on eligibility. Where your success is judged, and the resources placed at your disposal determined, sometimes by your market share and sometimes by the number of workers you employ in a region; sometimes by your price-earnings ratio and sometimes by your "strategic importance"; and, when even the absolute size of your losses can be transformed into an asset yielding an income stream, you might be wise to diversify your portfolio, to be able to shift your accounts, to be equally skilled in applying for loans as in applying for job creation subsidies, to have a multilingual command of the grammar of credit worthiness and the syntax of debt forgiveness. To hold recombinant property is to have such a diversified portfolio.

To gain room for maneuver, actors court and even create ambiguity. They measure in multiple units, they speak in many tongues. In so doing, they produce the polyphonic discourse of worth that is postsocialism.

We can hear that polyphonic chorus in the diverse ways that Hungarian firms have justified their claims for participation in a debt-relief program established by the government after its earlier programs had precipitated a near-collapse of the financial system.31 The following litany of justifications are stylized versions of claims encountered in discussions with bankers, property agency officials, and enterprise directors:
Our firm should be included in the debt relief program because we will forgive our debtors.\(^\text{32}\)
Our firm should be included in the debt relief program because we are truly credit worthy.\(^\text{33}\)

Because we employ thousands.
Because our suppliers depend on us for a market.
Because we are in your election district.
Because our customers depend on our product inputs.
Because we can then be privatized.
Because we can never be privatized.
Because we took big risks.
Because we were prudent and did not take risks.
Because we were planned in the past.
Because we have a plan for the future.
Because we export to the West.
Because we export to the East.
Because our product has been awarded an International Standards Quality Control Certificate.
Because our product is part of the Hungarian national heritage.
Because we are an employee buy-out.
Because we are a management buy-in.
Because we are partly state-owned.
Because we are partly privately-held.
Because our creditors drove us into bankruptcy when they loaned to us at higher than market rates to artificially raise bank profits in order to pay dividends into a state treasury whose coffers had dwindled when corporations like ourselves effectively stopped paying taxes.

And so we must ask, into whose account and by which account will debt forgiveness flow? Or, in such a situation, is anyone accountable?

**Heterarchy**

If the new institutionalism in economics and the new institutionalism in sociology agree on anything it is that advanced sectors of capitalist economies are witnessing the emergence of

---

\(^{31}\) Those policies are described in Stark (1996). The following chorus is drawn from the same article.

\(^{32}\) Le., our firm occupies a strategic place in a network of inter-enterprise debt.

\(^{33}\) Le., if our liabilities are separated from our assets, we will again be eligible for more bank financing. Similar translations could be provided for each of the following justifications.
a "new logic of organizing" (Powell 1996) that is an alternative to markets and hierarchies. These sectors have several important features characterized by high uncertainty in organizational environments with extreme volatility of markets, an extraordinary race (often driven by new technologies) to come out with new kinds of products, and increasing returns to learning. Although less technologically-driven, the environments of the postsocialist firms discussed above show similar features. With the collapse of the "markets" of their former Soviet trading partners, postsocialist enterprises must produce new kinds of products and find new markets, often in highly uncertain political and regulatory environments. Rewards are great to those bundles of firms that can learn -- not only in terms of product innovation but in organizational innovation as well. Moreover, the organizational features of these firms make them likely candidates to be included as examples of the newly emergent organizational forms variously labeled "networks" (Powell 1990), "symbiotic arrangements" (Schanze 1993; and other articles in the same issue of the Journal of Institutional and Theoretical Economics), "hybrids" (Williamson 1991; Menard 1996; and, on the same term but with a more creative and complex interpretation, Hutter and Teubner 1993; Teubner 1996), "flexible specialization" (Piore and Sabel 1984; Storper 1989), "moebius strip organizations" (Sabel 1990), and "collaboration" through "discursive quality standards" (Sabel and Prokop 1996).

To that long and ever-expanding list of terms, I add another -- heterarchies -- with the hope of introducing a single expression that immediately evokes several of the processes captured separately by the other terms. By heterarchy I refer to an emergent organizational form with distinctive network properties, asset ambiguity, minimal hierarchy, and multiple organizing principles. I briefly address these elements in turn.

Network properties. At the core of the concept of heterarchy is the insight that, for some sectors, inter-organizational networks must be the basic analytic unit because they are the actual units of economic action.\footnote{The pathbreaking paper is Powell (1990); see also Grabher (1993). Economic sociologists and legal scholars studying East Asian economies have adopted a network-centered approach in which social networks are the basic units of action. Redding and Whitley (1991, p. 79), for example, argue that "Anglo-Saxon conceptions of the legally bounded firm as the basic unit of economic action are inadequate to explain the economic actions and structure of chaebol and Chinese family businesses, both of which have complex extra-firm linkages influencing decision making." Gilson and Roe (1993) "take as the Japanese structure not a single Japanese corporation in isolation, but the keiretsu structure -- the interlocking webs of firths, which loom so large in the Japanese economy." Gerefli's "global commodity chain" (GCC) approach "looks at the configuration of economic and social networks, rather than the structure and strategy of isolated firms, as a key to understanding new patterns of global competition. ... [T]he transnational governance that define buyer-driven and producer-driven GCCs make convention boundaries between firms, industries, and countries obsolete" (Fonda, Gerefti, and Nonnemaker 1994). Hamilton and Feenstra (1995) offer a similar, but more general argument: "Inter-firm networks that rest on strongly nonnative bonds are better understood as economic organizations in their own right instead of a residual or intermediate category. Embedded networks become units of}
cases above and as the new literature abundantly demonstrates, so blur the organizational boundaries of enterprises that the effective unit of action ceases to be the isolated firm. These are ties, moreover, of collaboration based neither on pricing nor property (see below) and so cannot be captured through the conventional categories of markets or hierarchies. The term, "networks," clearly expresses this alternative coordinating mechanism. This reason alone (and there are a good many others) would be enough to explain how the entire field shows considerable path dependency in continuing to adopt it as the term of preference. But, however fruitful in stimulating nearly a decade of research, the problem of labeling these forms as "networks" confounds a name for an organizational form with an analytic approach. That is, as the literature also abundantly demonstrates, not only the emergent network form but also markets and hierarchies can be analyzed in network terms.

The pathbreaking paper is Powell (1990); see also Grabher (1993). Economic sociologists and legal scholars studying East Asian economies have adopted a network-centered approach in which social networks are the basic units of action. Redding and Whitley (1991, p. 79), for example, argue that "Anglo-Saxon conceptions of the legally bounded firm as the basic unit of economic action are inadequate to explain the economic actions and structure of chaebol and Chinese family businesses, both of which have complex extra-firm linkages influencing decision making." Gilson and Roe (1993) "take as the Japanese structure not a single Japanese corporation in isolation, but the keiretsu structure -- the interlocking webs of firths, which loom so large in the Japanese economy." Gerefli's "global commodity chain" (GCC) approach "looks at the configuration of economic and social networks, rather than the structure and strategy of isolated firms, as a key to understanding new patterns of global competition . . . [T]he transnational governance that define buyer-driven and producer-driven GCCs make convention boundaries between firms, industries, and countries obsolete" (Fonda, Gerefti, and Nonnemaker 1994). Hamilton and Feenstra (1995) offer a similar, but more general argument: "Inter-firm networks that rest on strongly nonnative bonds are better understood as economic organizations in their own right instead of a residual or intermediate category. Embedded networks become units of economic action rather than the firms that constitute them . . . The network linkages are stronger than the firms that make up the networks. Finns come and go, but the networks persist over time."
Asset ambiguity. Stated with the greatest brevity: whereas hierarchies involve relations of dependence and markets involve relations of independence, heterarchies involve relations of interdependence. How should we analyze the complex interdependence of assets in these emergent organizational forms?

For the property rights school, it is above all the clarity of property rights that yields the right set of incentives to make restructuring in the postsocialist transformations (and reorganizations in advanced capitalist economies) performance enhancing. This school argues that property can be productively disaggregated (or "dis-integrated," Grey 1980) such that different actors can legitimately claim rights to different aspects and capacities of the same thing. The heterarchies described above in our Hungarian and Czech cases would fail the "clarity" test: property is being transformed, but that restructuring does not always lead to well-defined property rights. However, this "failure" might find them in good company -- for there is reason to suggest that the collaborative networks in advanced sectors in Western Europe and North America are not based on fully clarified property rights.

In his fascinating study of the biotechnology industry, Powell (1996), for example, documents the blurring of organizational boundaries under conditions of extreme asset interdependence where "relevant assets are not easily assembled in a single organization" (p. 205). Although he does not address the clarification of property rights question directly, the image conveyed throughout the entire study is one of distributed property. Powell explicitly argues that the coordination within this "community-level mutualism" is "not a nexus of contracts" (p. 209). Where personnel are rapidly changing jobs (see especially Saxenian 1996) and where the fluid structures of "open architectures" find firms opening their boundaries to engineers and researchers from other organizations (Powell 1996; Sabel 1990, 1995; Sabel and Prokop 1996)), flexibility is not always likely to be based on clearly bounded property rights. Indeed, where "rewards go to the swiftest" (Powell 1990:198), we might expect that projects are often launched before property rights are fully specified. That is, under conditions where production begins even before all design issues have been settled (Sabel 1990; 1995), to wait until the firms' legal experts have resolved all questions of property might jeopardize the extraordinary benefits of first-mover advantage in these highly volatile markets.

On the basis of similar research in advanced manufacturing fields in Germany and the United States, Sabel (1990) and Kogut, Shan, and Walker (1992) demonstrate that under conditions of extraordinarily rapid technological change, actors engage in hedging strategies vis-a-vis other organizations (partners or competitors) in their organizational field. When the future is highly uncertain, it is far from clear at T1 whether your assets will be interdependent...
with mine at T2. In such situations, in addition to the dualism make or buy (hierarchy or market) there is an alternative - cooperate. Kogut observes that one manifestation of such a hedging strategy is cross-ownership (not simply among purchasers and suppliers but also among competitors), and he finds dense patterns of cross-ownership among competitors in the field of microprocessing where firms cannot be certain whose standards will be the industry standards in the next round. Sabel goes even further, arguing that, in cases of extremely complex asset interdependence, it is not clear-cut property claims (however dense the cross ownership) but an ambiguity of property claims that provides flexible adaptation to the market. Sabel’s argument departs radically from the property rights school: he is suggesting that actors are not assigned different rights over different aspects of an asset but are making (and mutually tolerating) overlapping claims on the same aspect. This is ambiguous property, not disaggregated property.

I thus adopt the term asset ambiguity to refer to the distributed property of organizational heterarchies. Asset ambiguity is related to the notion of asset interdependence but differs from the standard applications of that concept in several important respects. First, asset ambiguity occurs where asset interdependence is so complex that stopping at each point to specify precisely who has claims to what would nullify the very basis of collaboration. Second, whereas asset interdependence refers to instances where actors currently hold interdependent resources, asset ambiguity evokes those (increasingly frequent) moments where actors are uncertain about whether their assets will be interdependent with others in the near future, that is, where there is ambiguity about the interdependence itself. Third, asset ambiguity denotes the ambiguity about what constitutes an asset (most pronounced in postsocialism but prevalent in advanced capitalism as well) under conditions where heterarchies encompass multiple organizing principles (see below).

**Minimal hierarchy.** This is the element most immediately evoked by heterarchy as an obvious counterpoint to hierarchy without connoting the alternative, markets. Heterarchies cannot successfully disregard a market orientation even though they adopt non-market institutions of coordination. Neither can they entirely eliminate internal hierarchy. In fact, postsocialist heterarchies have probably done less to minimize hierarchy than their advanced capitalist counterparts. Powell (1996:291) emphasizes the minimal hierarchy of overlapping

---

35 On the notion of non-market coordination directed toward a market orientation, see especially Bresser Pereira 1993; Schmitter 1988; and Boyer 1991.

36 It is interesting in this light to compare the representation of the corporate satellites of “Heavy Metal” in Figure 2 above to Powell’s illustration of the multiple collaborators with Biogen in his Figure I (1996: 201). Produced independently of each other,
interdisciplinary teams in the latter. Sabel (1995) similarly stresses the deliberative, as opposed to hierarchical, character of the "new pragmatism" of production. Two features stand out in Sabel's analysis.

First, the new production relations challenge the strict sequencing of design and execution. Because of strong first mover advantages in which the first actor to introduce a new product (especially one that establishes a new industry standard) captures inordinate market share by reaping increasing returns to scale, firms that wait to begin production until design is completed will be penalized in competition. In these settings, successful strategies integrate conception and execution, with significant aspects of the production process beginning even before design is finalized. Secondly, these new systems of production are also often characterized by simultaneous engineering. Whereas conventional design is sequential, with subsystems presumed to be central designed in detail first and setting the boundary conditions for the design of lower ranking components, in simultaneous engineering, separate project teams develop all the subsystems concurrently. In such concurrent design, the various project teams engage in an ongoing mutual monitoring, as innovations produce multiple, sometimes competing, proposals for improving the overall design (Sabel 1995:24). Success at simultaneous engineering, Sabel argues, depends on this "learning by monitoring" and requires an extenuated organizational reflexivity that sustains rather than squashes ambiguity throughout the entire process.

The lesson from these studies for postsocialist firms is clear: in place of calls to liberate the market or to liberate the state, postsocialist heterarchies are attempting to create institutions of deliberation (Stark and Bruszt 1997). The associative ties of distributed property can produce binding agreements. McDermott's (1997) analysis of the Czech interorganizational networks, for example, demonstrates a web of connections through which a multiplicity of actors are renegotiating not simply contractual ties but their mutual claims on resources. Through that web, firms, banks, investment companies, local governments, trade unions, and parts of the state bureaucracy identify firms that should be saved, devise strategies for restructuring assets, bargain about the allocation of resources, and renegotiate the very rules and governance institutions for resolving disputes among them.

The two diagrams show a striking similarity. But there are subtle differences in the two figures -- no doubt reflecting the persistent hierarchy in the postsocialist case and the minimal hierarchy of the Cambridge, Massachusetts example. For close observers of Hungarian industry (for whom the identity of the firm could scarcely be disguised), Heavy Metal surely appears as the most hierarchical of heterarchies. But even in this case, hierarchy is not going unchallenged - as evidenced by the ongoing tug and pull...
Multiple organizing principles. Heterarchy is defined not only by the non-hierarchical relations that it fosters; as the term implies, it also incorporates heterogeneous organizing principles. Heterarchies depart from a mono-organizational structure in a dual sense: their network properties span the boundaries of multiple enterprises and their practices embrace multiple organizational logics. As we saw in the polyphonic discourse of postsocialism, Hungarian heterarchies are adept at maneuvering among a multiplicity of legitimating principles. Such a habitus was well-practiced: Since 1982, the wide-spread adoption of semi-autonomous subcontracting teams inside the socialist enterprise found actors operating across several "economies" within the same organizational domain, exploiting on a daily basis the ambiguities of co-existing frames of worth and justice (Stark 1990a).

Although this multiplicity of rationalities is more pervasive in the postsocialist setting, the collaborative networks of fast-breaking sectors in the United States are not lagging far behind. Postsocialist firms have no monopoly on the blurring of public and private -- as Gieryn's (forthcoming) fascinating description of the architecture of a biotechnology facility at a major research university ironically depicts. Saxenian (1996) similarly demonstrates the prolific crisscrossing of universities and enterprises in Silicon Valley. As Powell (1996: 200) observes:

The cross-traffic between universities and biotech companies is so extensive and reciprocal that it is appropriate to consider them part of a common technological community. University professors take their sabbaticals at biotech firms, and both postdoctoral fellows and senior scientists move back and forth between universities and biotech firms. As a result, biotechnology is reshaping university policy regarding relations between professors and private companies, and altering both the traditional means of finding biomedical research and the opportunity structures for young scientists. A new identity has emerged -- the scientist-entrepreneur.

Powell does not label the new identity a "hybrid" arrangement; but he might well have. It is this hybrid structure, incorporating multiple rationalities in the same organization (and sometimes in the same person) that gives heterarchies the reflexivity and flexibility to maneuver simultaneously among multiple evaluative principles and draw on a broad range of resources (universities, private ventures, public finds) in their diverse environments. It is not only the postsocialist manager who must be skilled in the polyphonic discourse of worth.\footnote{Issues of worth and justification raise important questions for the new economic sociology. Recall that the maturation of sociology was struck in an institutionalized bargain with economics separating their disciplinary objects of study (Camic 19sx): You, the economists, study value; we sociologists will study values. Acknowledging your jurisdiction in the analysis of the}
When they attempt to hold resources that can be justified by more than one legitimating principle, actors within heterarchies make assets of ambiguity. It is this ambiguity, together with the network properties that underlie it, that forms the basis for the kind of strategic play that Padgett and Ansell (1993) label "robust action." At the core of robust action is the fact "that single actions can be interpreted coherently from multiple perspectives simultaneously, the fact that single actions can be moves in many games at once, and the fact that public and private motivations cannot be parsed." The outcome is flexible opportunism, that is, maintaining discretionary options across unforeseeable futures in the face of hostile attempts by others to narrow those options.

Actors within heterarchies are doubly bound: bound in their associative ties, and bound to speak in multiple tongues. But this peculiar "double bind" produces not an organizational schizophrenia but an organizational flexibility.

Is this acute flexibility an entirely unmixed blessing? I think not. In this I depart from the now standard formula in which the economic sociologist enumerates the problems created by markets, the problems created by hierarchy, and then delineates the problems resolved by the new organizational forms (hybrids, networks, flexible specializations, etc.). But as the best practitioners are already recognizing, the new organizational forms also create new problems. The same opportunistic blurring of boundaries that leads to a recombination of assets and a decomposition and reintegration of organizations also bears a social cost: it erodes (or, in the postsocialist case, retards) accountability. The problem with the peculiarly diversified portfolios of the new heterarchies is that actors can all too often easily and almost imperceptibly switch among the various positions they hold simultaneously in the coexisting moral economies. To be accountable according to many different principles becomes a means to be accountable to none.

---

38 Padgett and Ansell 1993: 1263. Teubner (1996:62-3) adopts different language to the same effect: "What networks gain through double attribution is a drastic improvement of their environmental situation. One and the same configuration can appear in one environment as a multitude of individual actors connected by contracts and in a different environment as one collective actor, an autonomous player in a different game. This chameleon-like quality of networks gives them access to new environments which would not be accessible to them if they were either a mere nexus or a mere collective actor . . . Indeed, in their hybrid character, networks seem to be tailored to the bridging of different contradictory rationalities."

39 Crucial for maintaining discretion is not to pursue any specific goals: "For in nasty strategic games ... positional play is the maneuvering of opponents into the forced clarification of their (but not your) tactical lines of action" (Padgett and Ansell 1993: 1265). Victory, hence, means locking in others, but not yourself, to goal oriented sequences of strategic play that become predictable thereby.

40 Under certain conditions, hybrid arrangements can provide for an institutional environment where paradoxical communication is not repressed, not only tolerated, but invited, institutionally facilitated and turned productive" (Teubner 1996:59).
Heterarchies (hybrids, networks) pose a new set of conceptual problems for legal theory. Whereas organizational analysis (from different disciplinary and theoretical perspectives) now recognizes a new type of economic agent, legal theory (with its construct of the legal personality limited to the individual and the corporation) does not yet recognize the new economic actor as a new moral agent.\textsuperscript{41} Unless we are willing to posit "flexibility" as an over-riding value and a metalegitimating principle, we cannot escape the challenge that postsocialism poses, not uniquely but acutely, for our epoch: if heterarchies are viable economic agents of permanently ongoing restructuring, how can we make them accountable?

\textsuperscript{41} On the conceptual problems for legal theory of recognizing networks as new moral actors see the insightful work of Ganther Teubner (1991); Hutter and Teubner (1993); also Buxbaum (1993).
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